[Structure of integrated oncogens E1A and E1B in a malignant line of rat SH2 fibroblasts, transformed by monkey adenovirus SA7 (C8) DNA].
In this investigation the primary structure of E1A and E1B regions of SA7 (C8) simian adenovirus integrated in malignant SH2 rat cell line was studied. Southern blotting revealed at least two copies of the SA7 oncogene integrated in the SH2 genome. PCR analysis of E1A and E1B regions showed heteroduplex structures, proving the different structure of the integrated copies. The heteroduplex molecules with different electrophoretic mobility were separated, and chains corresponding to different copies were sequenced according to the modified Sanger method. We found that two copies differ mainly in microsatellite regions, in E1A between positions 894-902 (GCG)3/(GCG)4, in E1B between positions 2037-2048 (GCA)3/(GCA)4. It is necessary to stress that all deviations found belong to the coding regions of the SA7 oncogene.